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Figure 1. A text article containing a distance, alongside three personalized spatial analogies generated by our system for a user in San Jose, Seattle, and
Chicago.

ABSTRACT

ACM Classification Keywords

Distances and areas frequently appear in text articles. However, people struggle to understand these measurements when
they cannot relate them to measurements of locations that
they are personally familiar with. We contribute tools for generating personalized spatial analogies: re-expressions that
contextualize spatial measurements in terms of locations with
similar measurements that are more familiar to the user. Our
automated approach takes a user’s location and generates a
personalized spatial analogy for a target distance or area using landmarks. We present an interactive application that tags
distances, areas, and locations in a text article and presents
personalized spatial analogies using interactive maps. We
find that users who view a personalized spatial analogy map
generated by our system rate the helpfulness of the information for understanding a distance or area 1.9 points higher
(on a 7 pt scale) than when they see the article with no spatial analogy and 0.7 points higher than when they see generic
spatial analogy.

H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
Miscellaneous
INTRODUCTION

People are frequently confronted with spatial measurements
in news articles and other text documents. For example, a
news article might mention the distance between the site of
a plane crash and a nearby village (4.3 mi), or the square
footage of a new prison (27,000 ft2 ). Unfortunately, spatial
references like these are difficult for people to understand
and reason about. People often struggle with accurately interpreting numbers [37, 42] and find it challenging to judge
distances and areas that they cannot easily relate to their experiential understanding of space [17, 21].
One strategy that authors use to directly relate new distances
or areas to people’s existing knowledge is to manually contextualize the measurement in terms of well known locations.
For example, 4.3 miles might be conveyed as about the distance between the Empire State Building and the Brooklyn
Bridge, or 420 acres as about half the size of Central Park.
Such analogies can improve people’s understanding of measurements by conveying the new information through a reference measurement that is well-known by the user [34, 35].
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However, for a spatial analogy to aid cognition, readers must
have prior knowledge about the locations and/or areas of the
specific landmarks used in the analogy. While some landmarks may be recognized across populations, experiential
knowledge of landmarks varies based on individualized factors like peoples’ proximity to them [14, 21]. For example,
38
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10]. Cognitive geographers describe several specific ways
in which landmarks can be significant to people [33, 19, 14,
36, 10, 38, 29]. A landmark may be generally significant
across a wide group of people for historical, spatial, or visual reasons [33, 10]. For example, the St. Louis Gateway
Arch is significant for visual reasons as the largest arch in the
world and taller structure than the surrounding St. Louis landscape and for historical reasons as a memorial to westward
expansion. A landmark may also be personally significant to
an individual based on his or her particular experiences with
it [10]. For example, a neighborhood Starbuck’s coffee shop
might be significant to a resident of the neighborhood because
she visits it regularly. Our approach considers both forms of
landmark significance in selecting the landmarks to use in a
personalized spatial analogy.

the analogy of 4.3 miles as about the distance between the
Empire State Building and the Brooklyn Bridge, or 420 acres
as half the size of Central Park, only helps people that have
good spatial knowledge of New York City. For a Detroit native a better analogy for 4.3 mi is about the distance from the
Packard Plant to the Greektown casino. But, for an author to
personalize such analogies to individual users would require
knowing which landmarks the individual is familiar with –
knowledge that is difficult to acquire.
We contribute tools for generating personalized spatial
analogies: re-expressions that contextualize spatial measurements in terms of one or more locations with similar measurements but which are more familiar to a user. We first identify
criteria for effective personalized spatial analogies, including
the familiarity of the landmarks and how close the landmark’s
distance or area is to the target distance or area that is being contextualized. We present a set of automated tools that
take a user’s location and generate personalized spatial analogies for a target distance or area. Our approach generates the
analogies by identifying landmarks that are similar to the target measurement but more familiar to user. We present an
interactive personalized spatial analogy reader tool that tags
distances, areas, and locations in a text article, then applies
our automated algorithm to generate a personalized spatial
analogy for each measurement. Our application presents the
personalized spatial analogies for each target measurement
via interactive maps (Fig. 1, 9).

Though not aimed exclusively at providing geographical context, prior work has studied the benefits of manually created
measurement analogies in which familiar classes of objects
(e.g., a shopping mall, an adult male, etc.) are used to provide
context for an unfamiliar measurement (e.g., 1 million ft2 ,
80 kg) [34, 35]. Chevalier et al. provide a design study of
concrete scales representations–visual re-expressions of complex measures–including strategies like reunitization, which
we use [13]. Their work provides high level design guidance
that influences our approach, including the importance of personal familiarity and an interpretable multiplier. However,
our goal is to automate the process of generating measurement analogies that apply landmarks to re-express distances
and areas using a database of landmarks that we extract from
location-based services. To do so, we identify proxies that
can be used to predict the personal familiarity of landmarks.

We demonstrate the usefulness of our tools through a user
study in which users are presented with text articles containing distances and areas. We find that users who view a personalized spatial analogy map generated by our system rate
the helpfulness of the article content 1.9 points higher (on a
7 pt scale) for understanding the distance or area than when
they see no spatial analogy and 0.7 points higher than when
they see the article with generic spatial analogy.

Providing Context for Spatial Measurements

Informed by how people think about space and landmarks,
researchers have developed systems to generate maps that
contextualize spatial measurements. Traffigram [28] uses
isochronal cartography to generate maps that distort paths
based on anticipated travel time. NewsViews [20] generates
annotated thematic maps to accompany news articles that are
relevant to spatially distributed data, such as a choropleth
map of unemployment rates for an article about unemployment. Atlasify [27] generates maps that relate arbitrary text
queries (e.g., “nuclear power”) to spatial reference systems
(e.g., a choropleth map depicting associations between “nuclear power” and countries in the world). Similar to these
systems, we develop an automated approach to generate maps
that relate spatial information to familiar concepts. However
our approach addresses a different problem than the prior systems: how to produce spatial analogies of measurements in
term of landmarks that are personally familiar to the user.

RELATED WORK

Our work builds on prior research in three main areas; (1)
studies in psychology and geography of how people reason
about spatial information and the importance of landmarks
in mental maps, (2) automated techniques for providing geographical context for locations, and (3) techniques for extracting landmarks from text and images.
How People Reason About Spatial Measurements

Cognitive geographers have described how mental models of
space are metrically distorted: people rapidly become less
spatially accurate and remember fewer details as locations get
further away from the areas where they spend the most time
(e.g., their home neighborhood) [14, 21, 45]. As a result,
the locations that are encoded in the mental maps of different
people may differ considerably. Thus, our approach for generating personalized spatial analogies relies on the distance of
a user to a location as one proxy for their familiarity with that
location.

One simple strategy
to help people understand locations is
to present a “locator
map”: a map showing
the locations that are
mentioned in the text
(Fig. 2). Studies have

“Landmarks” are salient reference nodes in a person’s mental
map of an environment that are distinctive from other points
and therefore remembered more easily [33, 19, 14, 36, 43,
39

Figure 2. A locator map.
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Familiarity of the Analogous Spatial Property

For the spatial analogy to make the target measurement easy
to understand, the spatial property of the landmark introduced
in the analogy (i.e. the distance from user to landmark or
the area of the landmark) must be familiar to the user. We
use the term personal familiarity to refer to the user’s level
of familiarity with the analogous spatial property of one or
more landmarks. While we cannot easily extract the personal
familiarity of landmarks to a given user, personal familiarity is directly impacted by proximity [14, 21]. We therefore
use proximity, or distance from the landmark’s point location
to the user’s point location, as a proxy for personal familiarity. However, proximity alone does not fully capture a user’s
personal familiarity with a landmark. Some landmarks are
recognizable to many people even if they are far away due
to their cultural or historical significance, for example. We
refer this type of popularity to as general familiarity. Our approach combines information on the user’s proximity to the
landmark with how generally familiar a landmark is across
users to better capture personal familiarity.

Figure 3. Diagram of our approach. The user’s location, e.g., the center
of Seattle, and a target distance or area are used to generate an analogy
in terms of a landmark from a large landmark dataset. The goals in
selection are to find a landmark that is familiar to the user and close to
the target measurement in distance or area.

shown that adding locator maps to a text article improves understanding of the article by allowing for simultaneous textual and visual learning [24]. However, while locator maps
are intended to help users better understand where countries
and other locations are located, the goal of our work is to design an approach that can make spatial measurements, such
as distances and areas easier for the user to understand.

Closeness of the Analogous Spatial Property to the Target

Extracting Landmarks From Images and Text

Our analogies relate a target distance or area to a multiple of
the analogous spatial property of a landmark: e.g, 200 acres is
0.5 times the area of a 400 acre park near the user. We refer to
the multiplicative factor for converting from the target measurement to the new measurement of the analogy (e.g. 0.5) as
the multiplier. Research in number sense suggests that people
are able to accurately reason about numbers between 1 and 3,
though numbers between 3 and 10 also result in reasonably
accurate inferences [7, 15, 18]. As numbers grow greater
than 10, or dip below 1, the precision and ease with which
people can reason about them decreases [7, 15, 18]. Hence,
effective spatial analogies should avoid multipliers less than
1 and greater than 10.

Researchers have also developed techniques for extracting
landmarks from large image and architectural data sets based
on their distinguishing visual features, for example by using
computer vision and structural information [8, 16, 23, 30, 39].
Other approaches mine landmarks from web text using text
analysis techniques to determine landmark significance [43,
44]. We similarly leverage online sources to extract landmarks and assess their general familiarity across users. However, our interest is in applying the extracted data to generate personalized spatial analogies, rather than in developing a
comprehensive set of landmarks.
APPROACH

Our goal is to generate personalized spatial analogies: expressions that contextualize a target spatial measurement (a
distance or area) by relating it to spatial properties of one
or more locations that are familiar to a user. Our approach
takes two inputs: the user’s geographical location and a target distance or area (Fig 3). These inputs are used to identify
a landmark from a large landmark dataset that achieves two
criteria: the landmark is personally familiar to the user and
the landmark has a distance or area close to the target.

OBTAINING LANDMARKS AND SPATIAL PROPERTIES

Our approach relies on a set of landmarks to generate personalized spatial analogies (Fig.3). We extract landmarks and
their spatial properties from online sources as well as a proxy
for general familiarity.
Identifying Landmarks and Their Spatial Properties

Yelp1 is a crowd-sourced website containing reviews of thousands of businesses (e.g. restaurants, dry cleaners, etc.) and
commonly visited places (e.g. monuments, parks, libraries).
To seed our landmark database, we extract locations of business and places from Yelp (we limit to U.S. locations in
our prototype implementation). However, since some service businesses are less likely to be associated with a wellknown location (e.g., the office location of a tree removal service may not be known even by clients of the service), we do
not include businesses in the Yelp service business categories
(Event Planning & Services, Financial Services, Home Services, Local Services, Professional Services) in our database.
For each of the non-service locations we store a name and location (in latitude/longitude coordinates) as generated by the
Yelp API [4] in our seed database. With this procedure we
obtain 242,194 Yelp locations as our seed set of landmarks.

When the target measurement is a distance, our system generates a personalized analogy relating this distance to the distance between the user’s location and a landmark. For example, an analogy might re-express a target distance of 11 miles
as 2 times the distance from the user to a park that is located
5.5 miles from the user. When the target measurement is an
area, the personalized analogy relates the target area to the
area of a landmark. For instance, an analogy might re-express
200 acres as about half times the area of a 400 acre park near
the user.
Criteria for Effective Spatial Analogies

We consider two criteria for effective spatial analogies that
emerge from psychology research on landmark familiarity
and numeracy.

1
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consider the OSM landmark to be the same as the Yelp landmark and retain the area and polygon. This leaves 5,355 area
landmarks. On a test set of 300 manually evaluated landmarks
we obtain precision of 96.7% and recall of 68.4% using this
matching process. Fig. 4 depicts the spatial coverage of the
full set of landmarks (left) and the area landmarks (right; U.S.
state area landmarks not pictured).
Figure 4. U.S. maps depicting all landmarks (left) and area landmarks
(right) in our dataset.

Assessing General Familiarity

We assess the general familiarity of each landmark by relying on how frequently it appears in photos in a large usergenerated database. While other sources of familiarity information are available for Yelp landmarks (such as how many
users have reviewed the landmark on Yelp), certain types of
landmarks (e.g., restaurants, nightclubs) consistently receive
more reviews than other common landmarks (e.g., monuments, bridges) [32]. We found that the number of photos
taken of a landmark across a large set of users was less biased
toward certain types of locations.

To re-express and visually present area analogies we must
also collect each landmark’s area and footprint polygon. We
first filter the landmarks to a subset of area landmarks—
locations whose area is likely to be recognizable to people [26, 40]. While a person may be familiar with many
locations near her (e.g., a gas station, an office building, a
department store), it is not necessarily the case that he or she
will be able to easily recognize the area of these places. For
example, a person may find it difficult to imagine the area of a
department store where he or she shops because the store has
multiple floors or includes areas which they cannot access.
On the other hand, some areas have clearer boundaries. We
use a heuristic for determining area landmarks such as parks
based on prior work that differentiates area landmarks from
other landmarks [26, 40]. Specifically, in examining the categories of landmarks represented on Yelp we found that only a
handful of categories describe landmarks whose area is likely
to be recognizable: Parks, Stadiums & Arenas, Amusement
Parks, Botanical Gardens, or Campgrounds. For area analogies we limit our dataset to the locations that fall in these
categories, yielding 15,950 area landmarks. We also add U.S.
states to this set of area landmarks, since the boundaries of
US stages are likely to be recognizable to many users in the
U.S.

Specifically, for each of the landmark in our set of 242,194,
we use the Flickr API 2 to find the total number of Flickr photos from Jan. 2010 to Jan. 2015 for which the landmark name
appears in the photo tag and the photo was taken within 1
mile of the landmark’s geographic coordinates. According to
this measure of general familiarity, the most widely popular
landmarks are Walt Disney World, Central Park, Golden Gate
Park, Epcot Center, and the Washington Monument. Approximately 70% of the landmarks 169,128 do not appear in any
Flickr photos, such as many small retailers, government offices, and motels. We do not omit these landmarks from the
database, however, as there may be cases where they are very
near to the user’s location (i.e., high personal familiarity) and
also close in area or distance to the target measurement. The
remaining set of 73,117 landmarks has a mean photo count
of 572.1 and median of 10. For area landmarks that are U.S.
states, we record the photo count as the sum of the photo
counts we obtain for all landmarks of the 242,194 in that state
(mean: 408,552.5, median:227,952).

For area landmarks, the polygon footprints of the landmarks
are required to visualize them in the map. Yelp does not
provide the polygon footprint for locations. Therefore, we
extract this information from OpenStreetMap (OSM), a collaborative, open source mapping resource containing spatial
features (nodes, ways, polygons) for locations around the
world [25]. However, Yelp and OSM often use slightly different names to refer to the same location (e.g.“SkyCity at the
Needle”, vs. “Sky City Restaurant”). We use a bottom-up approach to ensure that we accurately associate OSM areas and
polygons with Yelp locations.

Our landmark dataset is available in a public repository 3 .
GENERATING ANALOGIES USING ENERGY FUNCTIONS

Our approach takes a distance or area and the geographical
coordinates of the user’s location as input and uses an energy
function minimization approach. The function considers a
linear combination of terms that together capture the criteria for effective spatial analogies: closeness of the analogous
property to the target measurement (multiplier), personal familiarity (proximity), and general familiarity.

We first extract all continental U.S. locations from OSM for
which the area property is not null (293,311 locations) and
a footprint polygon is available. We then match the OSM
locations to Yelp location by comparing the names of both
locations using ngram similarity (a measure of the similarity
between two strings [2] and the geographical coordinates of
both locations (using the centroid coordinates for OSM locations). If the names of the two landmarks are close enough
(i.e., above 0.5) and the coordinates of the two landmarks
are close enough (i.e., the absolute difference is less than
the average distance between matched landmarks: Latitude =
0.000169338147836, Longitude = 0.000172519196556), we

Specifically, we define the energy function E(`) of a landmark
` given user u and target distance t as:
E(`) = W p f E p f (u, `) + Wg f Eg f (`) + Wmult Emult (t, u, `) (1)
where E p f (u, l) is a function of the personal familiarity of l
to u, Eg f (`) is a function of the general familiarity of `, and
Emult (t, u, `) is a function of the multiplier required for the
distance between u and ` to be equivalent to the t.
2
3
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We define the personal familiarity of a landmark to given a
user E p f (u, `) as:
E p f (u, `) = distancev (u, `)
where distancev (u, `) is the Vincenty distance between ` and
u. Vincenty distance is a slightly more accurate measure of
distance than Euclidean distance as it accounts for the shape
of the earth [46]. Our use of proxmity is based on the observation that landmarks that are closer to a user tend to be more
personally familiar [14, 21]. For area landmarks including
states, we use the centroid of the landmark’s polygon to calculate proximity of a user.

Figure 5. Plot showing penalty assigned by Emult (t, u, `) function by given
magnitude of the multiplier.

Finally, we assign the following specific weights to each term:

We define the general familiarity of a landmark Eg f (`) as:
Eg f (`) =

1
cFlickr (`) + 1

E(`) = 5E p f (u, `) + Eg f (`) + 4Emult (u, `)

(4)

(2)
Depending on whether the target measurement is a distance or
an area we apply the energy function to the set of all 242,194
Yelp landmarks or only the 5,355 area landmarks. We then
select the lowest energy landmark for use in the spatial analogy.

where c f lickr (`) is the Flickr photo count for landmark `. Since
high photo count landmarks are likely to be more generally
familiar and our goal is to minimize the energy, we take the
inverse of the photo count, adding one to the denominator to
avoid division by 0.

Precision and Rounding

Emult (t, u, `) considers the multiplicative factor mult(t, u, `) =
t
p required to convert the analogous spatial property p of `
(the distance of u to ` for distance analogies or the area of
` for area analogies) to the target measurement t. We define
Emult (t, u, `) as:

1/mult(t, u, `) if 0 ≤ mult(t, u, `) < 1





0 if 1 ≤ mult(t, u, `) < 3

Emult (t, u, `) = 

0.1
if 3 ≤ mult(t, u, `) < 10



 mult(t,u,`)−10 + 1 if 10 ≤ mult(t, u, `)
2
(3)
Emult penalizes a landmark more heavily once the multiplier
falls below 1 or if it exceeds 10, as the numbers 1 through
10 tend to be easier for people to reason with than numbers
outside of this range [7, 15, 18]. We define the particular
functions such that a multiplier just below 1 and just above
10 have the same penalty. When the multiplier of ` is between 1 and 3 (the most familiar numbers based on psychology studies of the reaction time required to recognizing different quantities [7, 15, 18]), we set Emult to 0, and we assign
a slight penalty when the multiplier is between 3 and 10 [7,
15, 18] (Fig. 5).

Retaining a high degree of precision (i.e., many decimal
places) in reporting numeric values can make numbers more
complex for users to interpret [31]. Rounding is a strategy that people use naturally to reduce complexity [11, 41].
While rounding can entail a loss of precision, hedges like
“about” or “approximately” are often used to communicate
that a value has been rounded [5].
To make multipliers easier to interpret while maintaining an
upper bound on the loss of precision, we round multipliers to
the nearest integer but adaptively retain extra decimal places
as necessary until the rounded version is less than 5% different from the target measurement.
Results

Figures 6 and 7 show the top three personalized spatial analogies produced by our approach for various user point locations and a set of distance and area targets respectively. Many
of the results include landmarks that are close to the user
while still maintaining reasonable multipliers. As the input gets larger, multipliers grow larger than 10 to allow for
landmarks that are more personally familiar to the user (i.e.,
higher proximity).

We use a weighted global criterion method [47] for multicriteria optimization to find the values for the weights.
Specifically, we repeatedly varied the inputs and weights
while maintaining an a priori relative order of weights that
we motivate based on prior geographical and numerical cognition research. Specifically, we weight personal as proximity
the most, as a landmark that the user is not personally familiar
with is unlikely to provide a useful distance or area reference.
We weight the multiplier only slightly less than personal familiarity as proximity, as extremely large or small multipliers
are also likely to make it much harder for a user to understand
the analogy. We weight general familiarity the least since it
does not necessarily predict whether the user is familiar with
the spatial properties of the landmark.

To assess the impact of the energy terms in our function independently, we generated similar tables for a set of distance
and area inputs and user point locations but where one term
in the energy function is turned off at a time. These results
are available in our public repository 4 .
APPLICATION

We develop an interactive personalized spatial analogy application that takes a geographical location inputted by the user
and a distance or area and generates a personalized spatial
analogy.
4
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Figure 6. The top three personalized distance analogies generated by our approach for a range of targets and user locations.

Figure 7. The top three personalized area analogies generated by our approach for a range of targets and user locations.

by clicking on them while pressing the shift key. The locator
map is zoomed to show the two selected locations, and a personalized distance analogy map is shown below the locator
map (Fig. 9, 8 center map).

User Experience

Upon first using our application, a user is prompted to provide
the address or spatial coordinates of a place that is highly familiar to them, such as their home address or a longtime previous residence. In browsing the web, when the user opens
a text article, our application highlights distances and areas
in the text, as well as all references to locations (including
neighborhoods, cities, states, countries, and other locations,
e.g., the Pentagon, University of Arizona, etc.). If the article
references one or more locations, a locator map depicting the
locations is presented to the right of the article (Fig. 8).

System Implementation

Our application generates personalized spatial analogies in
three steps (Fig. 10). First, a tagger identifies tags distances
and areas that are referenced in the text article as well as the
point location of the address provided by the user using the
Google Maps Geocoding API [22]. When one of the tagged
measurements is selected from an article the application generates the personalized spatial analogy for the target measurement using our energy function and landmark database. The
top ranking spatial analogies returned by the energy function
are then visualized in interactive maps.

When the user clicks on any distance or area, a second map
presenting a personalized spatial analogy for that measurement appears below the locator map (Fig. 9 lower left). When
the user clicks on any single location in the text, the locator
map is scaled to focus on the selected location, and a personalized area analogy map appears below the locator map
(Fig. 9 right). The analogy map presents the selected location’s area (e.g., a country) as a transparent overlay on the
area landmark returned by our energy function approach.

Step 1: Tag Spatial Measurements and Locations

In step 1 we tag all distances and areas as well as locations
that appear the article text. To identify distances and areas we
match against a small set of regular expressions of the form:
[number][optional separator][unit]
where [number] matches any string of numeric digits with or
without thousands separators, [optional seperator] matches

If multiple locations (cities, neighborhoods, landmarks) are
mentioned in the text, the user can select any pair of locations
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This process results in a set of mentioned locations from
the text along with their point locations and areas from
Wikipedia. For all locations for which we successfully obtain an area, we attempt to obtain the geographical polygon
for that location from OpenStreetMap.
The set of areas corresponding to identified locations and the
set of distances between all pairs of identified locations become inputs for our energy functions.
Step 2: Generating Personalized Spatial Analogies

For each distance and area that results from step 1, we apply our energy function approach. The output of applying
our energy function to a target distance or area includes the
name, spatial coordinates, and multiplier for the top ranked
landmark, as well as its footprint polygon for target measurements that are areas.
Step 3: Presenting Personalized Analogy

A renderer presents the results of step 2. The renderer highlights the tagged distances, areas, and locations the text. If
the article contains one or more location references, a locator map depicting the locations is presented to the right of the
text. When a user clicks on a highlighted distance, area, or location, they are presented with a map depicting the top ranked
personalized spatial analogy for that measurement below the
locator map (Fig. 8, 9).
Visualization: We implement all personalized distance
analogy maps and the personalized area analogy maps
for explicitly-referenced areas (e.g., 13 acres) using the
Javascript-based library Leaflet [1]. Maps use the Web Mercator projection. The map extent is set using the default map
extent approach provided in Leaflet, which centers the map
on the centroid of all locations that are presented. All maps
allow the user to zoom in and out using a +/- control in the
top left of the map.

Figure 8. A user located in Las Vegas, NV (36.170864,-115.127571) interacts with our system as she reads a text article. By default, a locator
map depicts locations referenced in the text. The user selects several
cities in the article to see the distance between these locations contextualized through a personalized spatial analogy.

We construct the personalized area analogy maps for locations that are mentioned in the text using D3 [6]. D3 lets us
use a different projection—the Lambert Azimuthal equal-area
projection—that minimizes the distortion of areas between
different locations on the globe. This projection ensures that
the user can accurately compare the area of the selected location to that of the landmark returned as the top result by the
energy function.

whitespace or dash (e.g., “-”) characters, and [unit] matches
any unit expression for distance or area (specifically, we
match various spellings of meters, kilometers, feet, yards,
and miles for distance and various spellings of the same units
squared plus acres for area).

EVALUATION: USER STUDY

To identify locations in the text we apply named entity recognition (NER) tools on the article text. Specifically, we follow
the approach of Gao et al. [20]. We first use Wikifier [12]
to tag locations. Wikifier identifies named entities in text
for which a Wikipedia article exists. For all tagged entities for which an article is found, we attempt to extract the
geocoordinates and area from the article using the Wikipedia
API [48]. We then use OpenCalais [3], a general-purpose
NER tool, to remove any of the Wikifier locations that OpenCalais identifies as a person rather than a location. Those
entities that remain are a good proxy for locations in the article. Gao et al [20] use a gold standard set of human-tagged
locations in 47 articles to show that this location tagging approach achieves 92.7% precision and 42.6% recall.

To evaluate our tools, we conduct a controlled user study in
which participants are presented with text articles containing
measurements. We hypothesize that users will find articles
containing personalized spatial analogies generated by our
system more helpful for understanding measurements than
the most common baseline case in which an article does not
contain analogies (H1). We also speculate that users will find
articles containing personalized spatial analogies from our
system more helpful than articles containing generic spatial
analogies (H2). To generate generic spatial analogies, we applied our energy functions using a fixed location in New York
City–the location of the Empire State Building–rather than
the user’s location. Generic spatial analogies are equivalent
44
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Figure 9. An article containing spatial references for a user located in Seattle, WA (47.606831, -122.332427). When a user clicks on a distance or shift
clicks on two locations (e.g., cities) in the text, a personalized distance analogy map is presented (lower left, center). When a user clicks on an area or
single location, a personalized area analogy map is presented (top left, right).

to the analogies that our approach would generate for a user
who is located at the Empire State Building. This form of
analogy is similar to the type of general purpose analogy that
a journalist at the New York Times might construct.

We also ask the participant to answer two additional questions
(all trial):
• (Helpfulness for understanding measurement): How helpful is the content of the article (including text, images, and
graphics) for helping you understand the size of the highlighted measurement? (7 pt Likert)

Study Design

We conducted our study using a between-subjects repeated
measures design. We collected 10 text articles containing distances and areas and selected a single measurement in each
article. For each article and measurement, we created one
version of the article that includes a personalized spatial analogy map, and one “baseline” version of the article that includes no map. This comparison allowed us to assess H1, that
users would find personalized spatial analogies more helpful
for understanding measurements relative to a typical presentation of a text article. To assess H2 that users would find
personalized spatial analogies more helpful for understanding measurements relative to a generic spatial analogy, we
also create one version of each article that presents a “generic
spatial analogy” which we generate by applying our energy
function approach but with the fixed New York City location
of the Empire State Building.

• (Factors affecting helpfulness): Briefly describe how the
article content is or is not helpful for understanding the size
of the highlighted measuremet. (1-2 sentence max).
Finally, for each trial we also require the participant to report
the highlighted measurement using a text box. We use incorrect answers to this question to filter responses from participants who may not have paid attention.
We posted the study as a single HIT on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk available to U.S. workers with an approval rating of
95% or higher. We ensured that the 10 trials assigned to each
participant included at least one baseline version, one generic
spatial analogy, and one personalized spatial analogy. Assignment of article versions was otherwise randomized and
counter-balanced across participants. The HIT carried a reward of $3.00 and participants could earn an additional bonus
of $1.00 if their responses to the attention verification questions are correct and their responses to the free text question
were thoughtful.

Study Procedure and Participants

For each article (trial), we highlight the selected distance or
area. The participant is instructed to read the article. The
participant then answers several questions. First, if the trial
includes an analogy map, the participant is asked to:

Results

40 workers completed the task (400 trials). We removed responses for 1 trial in which the worker incorrectly identified
the highlighted element. The mean time to complete the HIT
was 26.3 minutes.

• (Landmark familiarity): Rate how familiar you are with the
landmark you see on the analogy map. (7 pt Likert)
This question serves as a manipulation check to confirm that
the landmarks that appear in personalized spatial analogies
are in fact more familiar to the user than those in generic
analogies.

We first analyzed the results of our landmark familiarity manipulation check question to confirm that personalized spatial analogies did in fact use more familiar landmarks than
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generic spatial analogies. The mean perceived familiarity
of the landmark for personalized spatial analogies was 1.8
points higher on a 7 point scale (µ=5.39, σ=2.53) than that
for generic analogies (µ=3.62, σ=2.19; t(232.92)=-6.081,
p <0.0001). (Baseline version users did not view a analogy
map with a landmark so were not asked for this rating).
We next assessed H1: that users find personalized spatial analogies more helpful for understanding the measurements compared to the typical presentation of the baseline condition. We used an ANOVA (F(2,347)=30.43) followed by a TukeyHSD test to compare personalized spatial analogies to the baseline and to generic spatial analogies. The mean rated helpfulness of the content for understanding the size of the measurement was 1.9 points higher
(µ=4.31,σ=2.14) for personalized spatial analogies than for
the baseline (µ=2.41,σ=1.59; pad j <0.001).

Figure 10. Our personalized spatial analogy reader application tags
measurements and locations in the article. We use an energy function
optimization approach to generate personalized spatial analogies, which
are presented using interactive map visualizations. The example map
depicts a personalized analogy for the distance 100 miles for a user at
M.I.T. in Cambridge, MA (42.360051,-71.094214)

also contribute to personal familiarity, such as what types of
locations a user spends time in or where people who are close
connections to the user are located. Incorporating information from social media, navigation behavior will be another
way to consider the other aspect of personal familiarity. Future work in automated personalized spatial analogies should
explore additional factors beyond proximity and general familiarity that can be used to predict personal familiarity.

We then assessed H2: that users find spatial analogies more
helpful for understanding the measurements compared to
generic spatial analogies. The average helpfulness for the personalized spatial analogies condition was 0.69 points higher
than the generic spatial analogies condition (µ=3.63,σ=1.98;
pad j <0.01). The TukeyHSD test also indicated that generic
spatial analogies received higher ratings relative to the baseline (pad j <0.001).

Other areas for future work include expressing analogies for
distance using travel times in lieu of actual distances. For
some people, travel time may be an easier proxy for understanding distance than a conventional distance measure [9,
28]. Our approach can be extended to present travel time
information along with or instead of conventional distance
measures.

In describing factors that affected whether the content was
or was not helpful, users of personalized spatial analogies
frequently described personal experiences with the landmark
they saw. For example, one participant mentioned that ‘It
helps to understand the distance because I have walked the
trails around this landmark many times”. On the other hand,
multiple responses of users of generic spatial analogies expressed frustration toward the analogy when the landmarks
were not familiar to the respondents: “I’m from upstate New
York and don’t have much familiarity with the NYC area.
Therefore it was difficult to contextualize the distance between the two places.” Other responses from users of generic
analogies suggest that general familiarity can provide some
help in allowing the user a rough guideline for judging the
measurement size. For example, one user explained that “Although I’ve never been to Central Park. I am a bit familiar
with it from TV shows and movies. So the measurements given
I can generally think of and what exactly they mean.”

While we believe that improving understanding of spatial
measurements in a news reading context is a powerful application or our tools, our approach may also prove beneficial
in other settings. For example, our personalized analogies
may be useful in a digital learning setting for helping students
develop a better understanding of geographical information.
Other promising future applications include navigational applications, in which our tools might be used to deliver personalized distance or travel time information to help a user plan
or navigate during a trip.
Familiarity and Multiplier Trade-off

Our study results show that the participants were more likely
to find the analogies helpful when they accounted for proximity between the user and the landmark. When a landmark was
not well known, as in generic spatial analogies, ratings were
lower and participants often commented on their inability to
relate to the size of the measurement. However, further study
is needed to explore the trade-off between personal familiarity and the multiplier.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Limitations

While self-reported helpfulness provides a useful signal of
whether users find our tools helpful for understanding, further
comprehension studies that elicit and test users understanding
relative to their existing mental models is important for future
work.

CONCLUSION
Future Work

We contribute tools for generating personalized spatial analogies that utilize a user’s location and a large landmark dataset
to contextualize spatial measurements. We identify criteria
for effective personalized spatial analogies and develop an energy function minimization approach for applying these criteria to select landmarks for which the analogous spatial prop-

The findings from our user study suggest that proximity of
a user to a landmark effectively captures personal familiarity. This is a simple proxy, but our work showed how far this
simple proxy could go in supporting the generation of useful personalized analogies. However, many other factors will
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